Your WOW! Remote

Shortcut Buttons
1. **DVR**
   Brings you to the Recorded TV category.

2. **VOD**
   Brings you to the WOW! OnDemand category.

3. **GRID**
   Alternates between the Grid Guide view of programming and the Smart Menu setup.

4. **LIVE TV**
   Brings you to full-screen, live TV.
Navigation

5. INFO
Brings up an action menu of options related to the item in focus.

6. ARROWS
Navigates the Smart Menu. Holding an arrow down activates turbo scroll, increasing your browsing speed.

7. SCREEN SIZE
Alternate between full-screen and the Smart Menu.

8. OK
Press OK to select a menu item or confirm an action.

9. BACK
Takes a list displaying TV programming back to the previous half hour. Also pages back through an info note.

10. NEXT
Takes a list displaying TV programming forward to the next half hour. Also pages forward through an info note.

11. LAST
Return to the last channel viewed.

12. NUMBER KEYS
Entering numbers will take you directly to the corresponding channel.

13. CLEAR
Deletes a character during text/number entries. Also removes the Flip Bar.

14. TV INPUT
Enables easy switching between TV input options.*

Player Controls

Control your recorded or live program with the following buttons:

15. MENU
From wherever you are, MENU returns you one step at a time back to the Category Cards. Press MENU twice to go directly to TV Channels category.

16. REPLAY
Rewinds the program seven seconds, so you can check out what you missed. Also moves the time slot a day back.

17. SKIP
Skips forward in your program the number of seconds that you predefine in settings. Also moves the time slot a day ahead.

18. PLAY
 Begins playing the selected program.

19. REWIND
Press up to three times (for three speeds) to rewind the show.

20. FAST-FORWARD
Press up to three times (for three speeds) to fast-forward.

21. PAUSE
Pauses the show you are watching.

22. RECORD
Press while watching a show or when a show is in focus to record.

23. STOP
Exits out of a recorded show or stops a recording in progress if you’re watching that show full-screen.

*Not available on all TV models.
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11. **BACK**
   Takes a list displaying TV programming back to the previous half hour. Also pages back through an info note.

12. **SEARCH**
   Search for programs by title, keyword or category.

13. **NEXT**
   Takes a list displaying TV programming forward to the next half hour. Also pages forward through an info note.

14. **LAST**
   Return to the last channel viewed.

15. **NUMBER KEYS**
   Entering numbers will take you directly to the corresponding channel.

16. **CLEAR**
   Deletes a character during text/number entries. Also removes the Flip Bar.

**Player Controls**

Control your recorded or live program with the following buttons:

17. **GUIDE**
   Brings up the viewing guide.

18. **MENU**
   From wherever you are, the **WOW! button** returns you one step at a time back to the Category Cards. Press the **WOW! button** twice to go directly to TV Channels category.

19. **REPLAY**
   Rewinds the program seven seconds, so you can check out what you missed. Also moves the time slot a day back.

20. **SKIP**
   Skips forward in your program the number of seconds that you predefine in settings. Also moves the time slot a day ahead.

21. **PLAY**
   Begins playing the selected program.

22. **REWIND**
   Press up to three times (for three speeds) to rewind the show.

23. **FAST-FORWARD**
   Press up to three times (for three speeds) to fast-forward.

24. **PAUSE**
   Pauses the show you are watching.

25. **RECORD**
   Press while watching a show or when a show is in focus to record.

26. **STOP**
   Exits out of a recorded show or stops a recording in progress if you’re watching that show full-screen.

27. **MUTE**
   Instantly silences the program. Press **MUTE** again to resume sound.